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The present paper represents the first part of more complex two-part study – 

Theoretical Perspectives and Analytical Perspectives –, which attempts to theorize and 

analyze the elements of non-scenic musical expression occurring in the French Baroque 

cantata built upon the theme of the Orpheus myth. This first part contains the temporal, 

structural and stylistic framework of the French Baroque cantata, the influence of the Italian 

cantata upon the French one and the style and writing elements derived from this process. The 

paper also provides a brief presentation of four of the six relevant Baroque works built upon 

the theme of Orpheus (Marc-Antoine Charpentier, César-François-Nicolas Clérambault, 

Philippe Courbois and Jean-Philippe Rameau), as landmarks in the evolution of the species. 

The second part of the research, entitled Analytical Perspectives, gives a detailed presentation 

of the four works, focusing on the language elements that particularize, in each individual 
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case, the conception of the dramatic as a means of expression in a preponderantly lyrico-

epical context. 

 We will never know if Orpheus really existed or not, or if the power of his music was 

as strong as the legend relates. What we do know, however, is that Orpheus has become a 

legend, and that the legend has embodied itself first in the ancient Greek and Latin literary 

and dramatic works (in fragments from Virgil's Georgics and Ovid's Metamorphoses), and 

then in all the stylistic stages of literary evolution, in the medieval theoretical writings, in the 

ballads of chivalry (the anonymous ballad Sir Orfeo), or in the first scenic manifestations of 

the Renaissance (Angelo Poliziano - Bartolomeo Tromboncino in the Italian culture, or 

Ronsard in the French culture). In the time of transition from Renaissance to Baroque, the 

myth's successive metamorphoses gave birth to the opera genre (the Peri, Caccini and 

Monteverdi triad, then Stefano Landi, Luigi Rossi and Antonio Sartorio), then they were 

manifest in the genre of the cantata (Marc-Antoine Charpentier and Jean-Philippe Rameau), 

passing through Classicism (Gluck and Haydn), Romanticism (Offenbach, Berlioz, Liszt, 

Schubert) and up to our very days, through the literary and dramatic works of Jean Cocteau or 

Yvan Gall, who inspired the everlasting works of Kurt Weill or Hanz Werner Henze, to quote 

but two famous achievements of the 20th century on the Orpheus myth. Equally significant are 

the artistic achievements of the likes of Francesco Malipiero, Alfredo Casella, Ernst Krenek, 

Darius Milhaud, Philip Glass. As to the ballet genre, it is no wonder that the oldest traces of 

the dance performances from the 14th century Renaissance are related to this fascinating 

character, which in the 20th century captured the attention of Igor Stravinsky. Other notable 

achievements in ballet inspired by the Orpheus myth belong to Hans Werner Henze and Henk 

Badings. At the same time, if Schütz's work had not been lost, it would probably have 

enriched the composer's image in the history of Baroque music, shedding a new light on his 

artistic conception. The same could be said about Debussy's unfinished project. 

 Should it be any wonder that Orpheus was the composers' favorite? He, the archetype 

of the musician, the embodiment of the artist-magician, healer and civilizer who – like 

Prometheus, who used the gift of fire to teach mankind scientific progress and civilization, 

turning it into a "homo faber" – taught man, through the gift of music, how to become "homo 

artisticus" and thus be one step closer to divinity.  

 The exegeses on the importance and role of this both godly and human mythological 

character in the history of religions and literature offer nowadays a complete and complex 

image of him. A "holistic" research should naturally follow, conducted from the perspective 

of the music performing arts and from that of the influences of this myth on the non-
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spectacular genres, in which the dramaturgy of the pure musical language is a substitute for 

the lack of decor, costumes, stage movement, expressiveness of the human body during its 

interaction therewith, as well as for all the other elements that contribute to the creation of a 

complex artistic picture, meant to illustrate the myth. Such musicological and even 

theatrological approaches have been developed during the last decades, with exceptional 

results. Reference should be made here to the studies conducted by musicologists John 

Whenham64, Silke Leopold65, and Joachim Steinheuer66, on 17th century opera, the impressive 

bibliography on the theme of Orpheus created by Reinhard Kapp67, and the volumes of 

analyses written by musicologists Olga Arhibatschewa68, Tanja Sofia Göddertz69, and in 

Romania, Ovidiu Varga70 etc. The myth will maintain the scholars' attention for as long as the 

questions regarding the very origins of the opera genre of the late 17th and early 18th century 

Florence remain unsolved. Orpheus exerts, even today, an almost irresistible force, with 

hypnotic, thaumaturgical and cathartic powers on creators and theoreticians: the creator 

identifies himself, to a certain extent, with the mythical hero, capturing in his work the inner 

essence of his artistic conception, while at the same time allowing the theoretician the 

freedom to fly above it and identify the specific and unique depiction of the character and 

myth of Orpheus in the artistic work created. 

 As seen earlier, many composers approached the myth in genres like the opera, ballet, 

cantata, symphonic poem and programmatic symphony, or even in miniature musical gems 

64 John Whenham (ed.), Claudio Monteverdi – Orfeo, Cambridge University Press, 1986. 
65 Silke Leopold, Die Anfänge von Oper und die Probleme der Gattung, JSCM, vol. 9, No. 1, http://www.sscm-
jscm.org/v9/no1/leopold.html. She is a reputed German scholar, specialized in the musical performing arts of the 
17th and 18th centuries, who writes relevant articles in important specialized lexicons (Musik in Geschichte und 
Gegenwart, New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians).  
66 Joachim Steinheuer, Orfeo (1607), in: The Cambridge Companion to Monteverdi, edited by John Whenham, 
Richard Wistreich, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2007. He gives an extremely interesting analysis of 
the rhetorically significant modal centers in Monteverdi's opera L'Orfeo, putting forward the idea of emergence 
of the germs of tonal functionalism already in this period. 
67 Reinhard Kapp, Chronologisches Verzeichnis (in progress) der auf Orpheus (und/oder Eurydike) bezogenen 
oder zu beziehenden Opern, Kantaten, Instrumentalmusiken, literarischen Texte, Theaterstücke, Filme und 
historiographischen Arbeiten, internet, http://www.musikgeschichte.at/kapp-orpheus.pdf  (17 November 2010) is 
currently the most comprehensive and up-to-date bibliographic resource on the theme of Orpheus.
68 Olga Artsibacheva, Die Rezeption des Orpheus-Mythos in deutschen Musikdramen des 17. Jahrhunderts, Max 
Niemeyer Verlag, Tübingen, 2008. 
69 Tanja Sofia Göddertz, "Che faro senza Euridice?". Orpheus von Poliziano bis Badini, Berichte aus der 
Literaturwissenschaft, D 98 (Dissertation Universität Bonn) Shaker Verlag, Aachen, 2007. This work is an 
extensively documented dissertation on the distinctive characteristics of the myth in opera performance along the 
centuries, in the symbiotic artistic vision of the librettist–composer. 
70 Ovidiu Varga, Tracul Orfeu i destinul muzicii, Editura Muzical , Bucure ti, 1980. 
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like the lied. This myth was also exploited in various literary genres, from monumental71

(epic, tragedy, ballad) to miniature (quatrain, epitaph, epigram).   

 Worth considering are the dramatic-musical parodies of the myth (Grandval, Piroye, 

Offenbach), which, despite their comic character that sometimes turns the sobriety and gravity 

of the action into derision, provide a valuable proof of the impact of parodied musical works 

on that epoch (Monteverdi, Clérambault, Gluck).  

 However, from the non-spectacular genres in which the Orpheus myth occurred, the 

cantata deserves our full attention for illustrating the evolution of the myth in the history of 

music. Emerged, as a fully outlined species, only at the beginning of the 18th century, which 

was much later than in Italian or German musical culture, the French cantata dominated the 

period between Lully and Rameau, i.e. the first decades of the 18th century, when French 

music synthesized stylistic elements borrowed from the Italian cantata. Initially, the French 

public was reluctant to the vocal melodic exhibitions, the eccentricity of harmony and the 

virtuosity and expansiveness of the accompaniment patterns in Italian music. Gradually, 

however, it started to appreciate these stylistic features, which local composers were sifting 

through the sieve of the typically French melodiousness and expressiveness, integrating them 

organically into the musical material.  

 An equally important reason why illustrating the Orpheus myth in the French cantata 

is both representative and useful is that, in its French version, the cantata is a preeminently 

epic genre from the standpoint of the artistic act. It is often composed for a single soloist72,

after the Italian model, with chamber accompaniment – continuo and, sometimes, one or two 

obbligato instruments, while its literary text is, more often than not, profoundly dramatic, 

involving multiple characters, all performed by the same voice. A relevant example is the 

cantata Orphée by Louis-Nicolas Clérambault (1676-1749), in which the solo soprano 

embodies three characters to which the collective character is added – the ancient Greek 

71 The monumental literary genres could also include the opera libretto which, beginning with the early Baroque 
period, was represented by exceptional literary achievements like those by Ottavio Rinuccini, Alessandro 
Striggio etc., comprising up to 1600 lines. Cf. F.W. Sternfeld, The Orpheus Myth and the libretto of Orfeo, in 
John Whenham (ed.), Claudio Monteverdi – Orfeo, Cambridge University Press, 1986, p. 30.  
72 In fact, few cantatas are known with more than one soloist, and they are actually exceptions. Cf. David 
Tunley, The Eighteenth-Century French Cantata, London, Dobson Books Ltd, 1974, p. 18. Most French cantatas 
are written for soprano solo – some also have the indication "haut-contre", i.e. counter-tenor, whose range is 
slightly higher than the soprano's: d1 – g2, but generally the vocal range extends between an octave and an 
eleventh. There are few cantatas that were written for basse-taille or bass. Towards the middle of the 18th

century, the cantatas for small chamber orchestra (with oboe and/or horns) started to appear, while the 
instrumental parts also had a rather limited range. Cf. Vollen, The French Cantata, a Survey and Thematic 
Catalog, UMI Research Press, Studies in Musicology, No. 51, Ann Arbor, Michigan, copyright 1970, 1982, p. 
48-51.
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chorus, praising Orpheus's love and courage in his attempt to save his wife from the 

Underworld.  

 The French had been familiar with the genre of the cantata since as early as the mid 

17th century. It is well-documented that Italian composer Luigi Rossi, the author of the first 

opera on the theme of Orpheus, performed in Paris (1647)73, brought from Italy, on his trip to 

Paris, several scores of Italian cantatas, some of which were performed in the French capital. 

On the other hand, the fact that the Paris libraries contain Italian cantatas belonging to the first 

half of the 17th century, proves a certain interest of the French in this genre, which until then 

had been cultivated mostly by Italian composers74, but which, as mentioned earlier, was 

associated with a rather reluctant attitude towards Italian music, and especially towards opera 

music.  

 Before focusing on the representative scores, we should first look at what the French 

used to understand by "Cantatas" during the first half of the 18th century. The first definition 

of the genre occurred in the Dictionnaire de la musique (1703) by Sébastien de Brossard, who 

gave the cantata the following definition: "une grande pièce dont les paroles sont en italien" – 

a large work, where the words are in Italian75. During the ensuing decades, the term continued 

to have an extremely broad and general meaning, being still used in its Italian version – i.e. 

untranslated – and betraying the overwhelming influence of the Italian cantata. In the 

Dictionnaire de Trevoux (Paris, 1743), the definition of the cantata is much more exact, 

namely "a work varied by Recitatives, by ariettes or short Arias and by various tempos; 

generally for solo voice with a Basso continuo, often with two violins or more instruments"

[our transl.] 76

 Although many 18th century French scholars wrote about the cantata genre, setting up 

hierarchies of the works and composers, the information is scarce on the characteristics and 

structure of the genre for the preceding century. The musical pieces of the 17th century that 

could be deemed as cantatas occurred in the works of Michel de La Barre, Michel Lambert or 

Nicolas Malebranche. Such music was probably sung in chamber arrangements, at various 

73 Le marriage d’Orphée et d’Euridice, libretto by Francesco Buti, 3-act opera, with a prologue. Cf. Alexander 
Reischert, Kompendium der musikalischen Sujets, Ein Werkkatalog, Band 1, Bärenreiter-Verlag, Lassel, 2001, 
p. 735.    
74 David Tunley, op.cit., p. 1. 
75 Cf. J.R. Anthony, Dictionnaire de la musique en France aux XVIIe siècles, sous la direction de Marcelle 
Benoit, Fayard, 1992. p. 105. 
76 "Une cantate este une pièce variée de récitatifs, d’ariettes, ou petits airs, et de mouvements différents, pour 
l’ordinaire à voix seule, avec une basse continue, souvent avec deux violons, ou plusieurs instruments", Ibidem.
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reunions, but the works were not called cantatas, for the term was adapted to the French 

language only at the beginning of the 18th century77.

 However, the most complex and comprehensive definition of the time, also including 

some personal appreciations, belongs to Jean-Jacques Rousseau: "a type of short lyrical poem, 

which is sung with accompaniment, and which, although written for the chamber [ensemble], 

should receive from the musician the warmth and the gracefulness of imitative and theatrical 

music. Cantatas are generally made up of three recitatives and the same number of arias. 

Those that are narrative and set to texts based on maxims, are always cold and unpleasant; the 

musician should reject them. The best ones are those in which, in a lively and touching action, 

speaks the main character himself, for our cantatas are especially for solo voice. There are, 

however, certain cantatas for two voices, in dialogue form, and these are agreeable, when the 

composer provides them with interesting things. But there must always be a short introduction 

in which the auditor becomes familiar with the subject; it is not unjustified to say that it has 

gone out of style, being replaced, even in concert, by opera scenes. 

 The style of cantatas originated in Italy, as their Italian name indicates; and it is in 

Italy again that they lost their popularity. Today's cantatas are really dramatic works with 

many actors [performers, A/N], and differ from operas only in that the latter can be seen on a 

theatre stage, whereas cantatas are presented in concert; thus, the cantata is on a lay subject, 

what the oratorio is on a religious one.”78 We note that, by comparing it to the oratorio, 

Rousseau unequivocally asserted in the last sentence of his definition that the cantata genre is 

an epic one. 

77 The traditional French genres coexisting with the cantata, but which were eventually overshadowed by the 
latter, were air de cour, air sérieux et à boire, vaudeville, brunette. The court air, the cantata's most important 
"rival", was based on love themes and was written in binary form, sometimes strophic, at others with a refrain. It 
was dedicated to the solo voice, with string accompaniment and had a syllabic text. Apparently, in the 16th

century, the air de cour was called voix de ville, hence the origin of the term vaudeville. There are also court airs 
for multiple voices, but the highest-pitched voice was usually the most important one. Air sérieux et à boire was 
quantitatively very well represented at the time. The characteristic trait of this genre was the text, its structure 
being still binary, with each section repeated. Cf. Vollen, op.cit., pp. 8-9. 8-9.  
78 "Sorte de petite Poëme Lyrique qui se chante avec Accompagnements, & qui, bien que fait pour la chambre, 
doit recevoir du Musicien, la chaleur & les graces de la Musique imitative & Théâtrale. Les Cantates sont 
ordinairement composées de trois Récitatifs, & d’autant d’Airs. Celles qui sont en récit, & les Aires en maximes, 
sont toujours froides & mauvaises; le Musicien doit les rebuter. Les meilleurs sont celles où, dans une situation 
vive & touchante, le principal personnage parle lui-même; car nos Cantates sont communement à voix seule. Il y 
en a pourtant quelques-unes à deux Voix e forme de Dialogue, & celles-là sont encore agréables, quand y fait 
introduire de l’intérêt. Mais comme il fait toujours un peu d’échaffaudage, pur faire une sorte d’exposition, & 
mettre l’auditeur au fait, ce n’est pas sans raison que le Cantates ont passé de Mode, & qu’on leur a substitué, 
même dans les Concerts, des Scénes d’Opera. La Mode des Cantates nous est venue d’Italie, comme on le voit 
par leur nom qui est Italien, & c’est l’Italie aussi qui les a proscrites la première. Les Cantates qu’on y fait 
aujourd’hui sont des véritables Pièces dramatiques a plusieurs Acteurs, qui ne différent de Opera, qu’en ce que 
ceux-ci se représentent au Théâtre, & que les Cantates ne s’exécutent qu’en Concert; de sorte que la Cantate est 
sur un suget profane, ce qu’est l’Oratorio sur  un sujet sacré. " J.-J. Rousseau, Dictionnaire de musique, Paris, 
1767, Garney Edition, Paris, 1823, I, p. 127-128, quoted in: Gene E. Vollen, op.cit., p. 1.
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 Essentially, another hallmark of the French cantata of the first half of the 18th century, 

besides the ones mentioned by Rousseau, was a penchant for the mythological subject, the 

strict observance of the text's prosody (which would sometimes impede the translation of 

certain Italian stylistic elements during the process of adaptation to the new language), and 

especially the preservation of that impression of sweetness and gracefulness 79 so typical of 

the French melody.  

 The Italian cantata of the early half of the 17th century – from which the French one 

originated – was neither more nor less than a strophic aria with figured bass accompaniment. 

Each stanza was separated by a ritornello. It was from this simple form of the cantata that the 

development of the genre emerged. During the ensuing decades, the genre went through 

various stylistic changes, of which the most important were related to meter, modulations and 

nuances of expression. Within this stylistic framework, the recitative started to distance itself 

from the aria, which turned the balance of expression towards the dramatic pole. A new 

element in the evolution of 17th century Italian cantata was the gradual renunciation to the 

strophic structure. Alessandro Scarlatti – the author of more than 600 cantatas – established 

the standard structure of the Italian cantata:  two secco recitatives and two da capo arias, 

based mostly on love themes. It was under this form that the cantata was adopted in France, at 

the end of the 17th century.  

 Of the Italian influences80 that were visible in the French music of the time, here are 

some of the most significant ones:  

o Long and ornamented melodic lines 
o Long notes held out by the solo voice 
o The echo technique 
o Mobile bass (sometimes arpeggiated, derived from the incipit of the theme) 
o Varied harmony, with abundant chromatic elements. 

 Regarding the stylistic characteristics that came to define the French cantata especially 

in its period of maturity, we could synthetically summarize the following: 

79 The reference is to that douceur of the typically French melody, which was lacking any abrupt melodic turns 
or strings of sequences that were commonplace in the structure of the Italian melody. The higher degree of 
predictability of the French vocal melody made it more accessible and, thus, more appreciated. The basic 
difference between the two melodic typologies resides in the manner of processing the melodic discourse: 
through thematic and motivic development with the Italians, and in accordance with the literary text, with the 
French. Cf. David Tunley, Preface to the score Philippe Courbois, Louis Bourgeois, Cantates françoises, series 
The eighteenth-century French cantata: a seventeen-volume facsimile set of the most widely cultivated and 
performed music in early eighteenth-century France, ed. D. Tunley, Garland Publishing Inc., New York, 1990–
91, vol. 14, pp. VII-VIII. 
80 Gene E. Vollen, op.cit., p. 53. 
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o The constant harmonic rhythm – two harmony changes per measure which 
tend to agglomerate in the cadential areas 

o The key words associated with the melismatic vocal discourse 
o A very rich rhetoric of the musical text 
o A dramatic component grafted onto the preponderantly epic discourse of the 

solo voice with instrumental accompaniment. 

 The structure of the French cantata81, consistently representing approximately one 

third of the early 18th century cantatas, is that of three arias and three recitatives in alternative 

succession, although at times it comes in various other permutations, too. In fact, the limits of 

the genre vary between an aria-recitative couple (less frequently encountered) and the upper 

limit – nine recitative-aria couples, or the same number of parts, in different types of 

alternation or in free succession. The more complex structures are not defined by the number 

of parts, but by their configuration, for there also exist cantatas containing mostly arias, where 

the lyric undoubtedly dominates the dramatic. 

 The religious cantata – quite underrepresented in the genre – is usually based on 

subjects in which "the good" defeats "the bad", or on themes like the triumph of virtue, the 

power to withstand sin, the guilt of acting against God's will (as in Elisabeth Jaqueline de la 

Guerre's religious cantatas), and observes the typical structure of the cantata, i.e. with three 

arias and three recitatives. This type of cantata was destined for private salons. The royal 

Court preferred, however, the secular cantatas, based mostly on mythological and allegorical 

subjects. The cantatas belonging to the latter group were praising a certain figure or historical 

event, or even characters or situations similar to real-life ones, and were sung in public 

concert series (Concerts spirituels, Concerts français) or in festivals (Les Grands Nuits de 

Sceaux).

 Like in the Italian cantata, the two types of recitatives – secco and accompagnato – are 

generally maintained, but the so-called secco recitative is much more melodized than the 

Italian one. A particular typology of secco recitative is the récitatif mesuré, consisting of 

recitative parts with regular measures and rhythm, determined by the text, intertwined in the 

secco recitative and functioning like short ariettes in a recitativic context.    

 The accompagnato recitative was, in its turn, observant of the aesthetic tendencies of 

the French musical culture, while its hallmark was the fact that about two thirds of the tutti

were generally participating in the instrumental accompaniment. The typically French obligé

81 Cf. Idem, cap. 5, The formal structure, pp. 75-96. 
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recitative was accompanied by instruments whose interventions occurred alternatively (and 

not concomitantly) with the voice. 

 The arias of the French cantatas also have certain characteristic features and can be 

classified according to their structure and size (a. mono-strophic – very rare, b. two strophic 

or three strophic – that Rameau called duo, or trio, respectively c. airs en rondeau – with 

ritornello structure: rit.(T) A(T) rit.(D) B(D) rit.(T) A(T), d. ariette – airs en rondeau or small-scale 

two strophic arias). A special type is the instrumental aria, i.e. a sort of instrumental prelude 

or interlude not sharing the same musical elements as the other sections of the cantata, in 

binary form or the durchkomponiert82, with a descriptive or imitative function (ex. Tempeste,

Bruit de guerre etc.).  

 Below is a systematic presentation of the characteristic features of the main aria 

typologies, i.e. two strophic and three strophic: 

Two-strophe aria Three-strophe aria
Less used than the three-strophe structure due to its 

repetitions and reduced size 
2 parts A B
Open form – the first part cadences on a chord, other 

than the fundamental 
Each section is repeated 
No or very small contrast between the two sections 
No return to the first part

Most frequently used type, for its balanced and 
symmetrical structure. 

Three parts A B A
Closed form (the first section ends on the tonic) 

No (consistent, fundamental) repetitions 
Contrast between A and B (tonality, expression) 

Return to the first part.

 Another trait of the French cantata are the dance parts integrated in its structure, some 

borrowed in stylized form from the suites, others meant to be danced to (presented as entrées 

in certain cantatas)83.

 Musicologist David Tunley identified over 100 French composers and over 400 titles 

in the genre of the Baroque French cantata (usually grouped in cycles of 6), dating back 

between 1703 and the French Revolution. Such a repertoire is indeed worthy of an exhaustive 

research and could reveal long forgotten masterpieces.  

 The beginnings of the French cantata are linked to the name of Marc-Antoine 

Charpentier (1643-1704). Relevant bibliographies tend to consider his piece Orphée 

descendant aux Enfers (1683) as the first French cantata – Charpentier being a composer of 

Italian formation (he studied with Giacomo Carissimi in Rome). There are also some works 

82 (Germ.) durchkomponiert, (Engl.) through-composed = term used to indicate a development technique of the 
musical discourse, specific to vocal music and which does not appeal to a figural, motivic or thematic approach 
of the musical material, but prefers instead a free, continuous, non-sectional and non-repetitive approach. 
83 Ibidem. 
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going back to beginning of the second half of the 17th century that could be considered French 

cantatas – of which only the texts of two pieces have survived: Polyphême jaloux and La Mort 

de Thysbé, set to music by Moulinié and Sablières, mentioned 1660, in the Recueil de paroles 

musiques by Pierre Perrin84.

Although Charpentier – Lully's eternal rival – had written the first cantatas already at 

the end of the 17th century, it was only at the beginning of the 18th century that one could 

speak of an authentic species of the French cantata. The cantata was the ideal replacement for 

the opera, cheaper to stage and easier to produce, and thus the apanage not only of royalty, 

who had the financial means to stage majestic and even opulent performances, but also of the 

nobility, who could now sustain such events with less financial effort85. In France, the success 

of the cantata was doubled by the public's reaction against Lully's music which, although still 

highly praised, was considered to have gone somewhat out of fashion.  

 Jean-Baptiste Morin (1677-1745) is credited in music history as being the true creator 

of the 18th century French cantata86. He was the author of the first collection of cantatas 

published (1706) on texts by Jean-Baptiste Rousseau, the most important poet of the time and 

author of numerous French cantata texts. According to Rousseau, the cantata text must take 

up an allegorical subject and present it in recitatives – the body of the cantata, while the arias 

are the soul of the cantata87. Morin's cantatas adopted a structure of three arias preceded by 

three recitatives, which was to become the norm in the French cantata. 

 Nicolas Bernier's first cantatas (1665-1734) are dated 1703, but there is no record as to 

whether they entered the public circuit before Morin's, which were already circulating in 

manuscript copies a few years before their publication (1706). Bernier wrote 40 works in this 

genre, grouped in seven volumes. Bernier studied with Antonio Caldara, a leading exponent 

of the Italian school of composition, thus benefiting from the proximity of an unsurpassed 

master of composition of Italian-style cantatas, which explains the composer's interest in this 

84 Gene E. Vollen, op.cit., p. 3. 
85 It was for this reason that the French cantata had its epicenter in Paris (and not in Versailles), a cosmopolitan 
city where the Italian fashion made itself felt in music too, just as in the other fields of art and culture. 
86 The research conducted subsequent to David Tunley's volume on the French cantata, by the French 
musicologist Jérôme Dorival (Sébastien de Brossard, Cantates françaises et italiennes, Versailles, Éditions du 
Centre de Musique Baroque de Versailles, 1997, La cantate francaise au XVIIe siècle, Paris, 1999), revealed the 
fact that Sébastien de Brossard (1655-1730), who had provided the first definition of the French cantata genre in 
music history (1703), was the true author of the first cantata works, dating back to the 18th century   (e.g. the 
cantata Les misères humaines, Apr. 1680, in French, and Cantata morale sopra la vanità and Leandro, Mai 
1698, both in Italian).
Cf. http://philidor.cmbv.fr/jlbweb/jlbWeb?html=cmbv/BurAff&path=/biblio/bur/02/74/274.pdf&ext=pdf.
(19 November 2010). 
87 Cf. Charles Malherbe, preface to the score Jean-Philippe Rameau, Oevres Completes, Tome III: Cantates, 
Durand et Fils, Paris, 1897, p. XVIII. 
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genre88. He wrote one of the very rare cantatas on a comical subject, Le Caffé (from the third 

book of cantatas), and was the first French composer to use instrumental symphonies in 

cantatas, with a rhetorical purpose.  

 Other notable representatives of the genre include Battistin, or Jean-Baptiste Stock by 

his real name (1680-1755), whose cantatas are known for the parlando recitatives, in Italian 

style and in Siciliana rhythm (incontestable Italian influences), Elisabeth Jacquet de la Guerre, 

who earned a place in music history for her two cycles of cantatas on a religious, old 

testament subject89, while the height of the French cantata was represented by 

André Campra90, Michel Pignelot de Montéclair, Louis-Nicolas Clérambault and 

Jean-Philippe Rameau. In their cantatas, the dramatic started to prevail over the epic, along 

with the gradual increase of the number of instruments participating in the musical discourse. 

The musical structure of the cantata during this period became freer and freer and more and 

more flexible, while continuing to assimilate Italian stylistic elements. 

 In Michel Pignolet de Montéclair's works (1667-1737), the cantata borrowed the 

narrator from the oratorio genre, thus diversifying the lyric-epic-dramatic symbiosis even 

further. For example, the author described his cantata Pyrame et Tisbé (from the second book 

of cantatas), as one that is „half epic and half dramatic”91. Another characteristic feature of his 

cantatas is the frequent use of the obbligato instruments. 

 In the decades following 1730, the French cantata entered a period of decadence, 

being more and more often replaced with a new species – cantatille92 – cultivated by 

composers like Charles-Hubert Gervais, Philippe Courbois, Joseph Bodin de Boismortier, 

François Bouvard, Bernard Burette and Racot de Grandval et Néron. However, in spite of a 

few extraordinary pages from this repertoire, this new species did not rise to the heights of the 

cantatas written during their peak stage of development. In terms of structure, the Cantatille

88 Cf. Tunley, op.cit., p. 67. 
89 Sébastien de Brossard, too, composed cantatas on religious texts (six religious cantatas  in French between 
1703 and 1708:  Abraham, Judith, Balthassar, etc.), but the phenomenon is quite isolated especially in the 
French cantata, which is focused primarily on secular themes.  
Cf. http://philidor.cmbv.fr/jlbweb/jlbWeb?html=cmbv/BurAff&path=/biblio/bur/02/74/274.pdf&ext=pdf.
 (19 November 2010). 
90 André Campra, a French cantata composer belonging to the peak stage of development of the genre, wrote in 
the introduction to one of his cantata volumes that the French style should not disappear entirely in favor of the 
Italian one, because it had a special charm and was admired even by the Italians, but especially because the 
French language did not allow its unrestrained adoption. Cf. Gene E. Vollen, op.cit., p. 14. 
91 Idem, p. 107. 
92 Apparently, this term was eventually included in the terminology around 1736, at the expense of others like 
sonata, sonade, sonatille. Other authors of cantatilles: Louis Le Maire (over 66 works, of which some required 
new instruments – musette, vielle), La Garde (who composed 4 cantatilles which could be accompanied by a 
guitar), Fel, Lefebvre, Francois Andre Danican Philidor, Blainville, Furcy, Noblet, Armand Louis Couperin, 
Cavalerul d’Herbain.  
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resembles the cantata, but is generally shorter – two arias (sometimes three) proceeded by 

recitatives. The species is associated to the rococo style: the text is less dramatic and less 

theatrical, but the music is on the one hand more ornamented and more filled with agréments,

and on the other, more simple and more naive from a harmonic point of view. It is not only 

shorter than the cantata, but also less pretentious in message, difficulty, etc. – gai, gracieux,

leger, being the basic concepts of the time. It is a genre of transition, i.e. of transition to 

classical music.  

 These cantatilles could be heard in the famous Concerts – a series of regular concerts 

held at intervals between two weeks and a few days (two concerts per week), of which the 

most famous are the Concerts-Français de Tuileries. The music performed in these concerts 

was written by composers of the likes of Jean-Joseph Mouret, one of the most appreciated 

authors of the genre of the time, whose works stood out for their charm and subtlety, being 

conceived in asymmetric articulations, with intensely melismatic melodic lines.  

 In order to best illustrate the dramatic element in the French cantata based on the 

Orpheus myth, we have opted for a succinct presentation of four significant works by Marc-

Antoine Charpentier, Louis-Nicolas Clérambault, Philippe Courbois and Jean-Philippe 

Rameau.93

Orphée descendant aux Enfers by Marc-Antoine Charpentier – the first French cantata

 It may be worth noting that while the first Italian opera was based on the myth of 

Orpheus, the first French cantata paid the same honor to the mythological hero94.

 Written in 1683, Orphée descendant aux Enfers is still raising vivid controversies. It 

could be integrated within the cantata genre for multifarious reasons: it appears as a medium-

scale vocal-instrumental work, performed in French and based on a mythological subject. On 

the other hand, the author opted for a vocal component with three soloists (the French cantata 

is generally for solo voice, soprano in most of the cases), representing characters in 

93 In the second part of the present research (to be published in the next issue), the aforementioned works will be 
analyzed and discussed in terms of the use of the dramatic element in the musical discourse. 
94 18th century French cantatas and cantatilles based on the myth of Orpheus: Louis-Nicolas Clérambault
(1676-1749), Orphée, Ed. Foucault, in the 1st Book of Cantatas, 1710; Philippe Courbois (1705?-1730), 
Orphée, Cantatas Collection, Ed. Foucault, 1710, Charles Piroye (1665-1728), Le Retour d’Euridice aux 
Enfers, Ed. Ballard, 1717; Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683-1764), Orphée, VM7 3612, there is a Malherbe 
version in manuscript, The Rameau Complete Edition, 1721; Nicolas Antoine Bergiron de Briou (b. 1690-?), 
La Lyre d’Orphée, collection of cantatas, Ed. Thomas, Lyon, 1729; Nicolas Racot de Grandval (1676-1753), 
Separate cantata, Orphée (parody), Ed. Boivin, 1729; Luis Le Maire (1693-1750), Orphée, cantatille, Ed. 
Boivin, source Le Clerc, ? 1743; Albert Guillon – Orphée, in manuscript, undated. Cf. David Tunley, The 
Eighteenth-Century French Cantata, ed.cit., excerpts from Appendix pp. 198-238. 
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interaction. The expressive force is enhanced by the musical approach, in which the 

construction and structural elements of the musical discourse emphasize the genre's dramatic 

side rather than its epic one. The three characters are Orpheus (tenor or alto), Tantalus and 

Ixion, two victims of Hades (tenor and bass), accompanied by two violins (the first of which 

is marked as "Orpheus's violin"), flute à bec (recorder), flute allemande (flauto traverso) and 

continuo.

 According to Quittard and Crussard95 the work is either unfinished, or incomplete 

(with a part of it possibly lost). According to musicologist David Tunley, this assumption is 

debatable, as the work in question is quite extensive (almost 400 bars long), i.e. about the 

same length as a cantata belonging to the period of maturity of the genre. He also notes that 

the text of the work illustrates only a small part of the legend, in which Orpheus enters the 

Underworld. Thus, the title of the work circumscribes its action, while also raising questions 

about its integrality and affiliation to the genre: the work has many similarities with an opera 

scene and, considering that its author had also written an opera on the same subject, entitled 

Le descend d’Orphée aux Enfers, it is possible that these pages were conceived as an 

alternative or completion to the homonymous scene from the opera96. However, the 

musicologist brings several arguments in favor of the theory that the work is self-standing. 

The structure of the work is the most important one: 7 movements, or parts – an instrumental 

introduction (playing the role of an overture), shortly followed by an instrumental recitative 

(Récitativ d’Orphée sur le violon), Orpheus's aria, recitative (Tantalus and Ixion), Orpheus's 

second aria, duo (Tantalus and Ixion). The work ends with a trio – an apparently complete 

finale, reuniting all the vocal and instrumental forces involved. The cantata has even a 

moralizing conclusion ("Alas! Nothing equals the good fortune of lovers, For although love 

may touch a soul but lightly, He no longer feels any other torments! ", which was to become 

the norm of the 18th century French cantata, and the manuscript contains the word "Fin"97.

Another argument in favor of the work being included in the genre of the cantata is the fact 

that, unlike the opera, it does not require a special technical preparation (the vocal line is 

simple, syllabic, with very few melismas, placed at well-determined moments of the action), 

but rather an outstanding expressiveness. The composer marked the score to indicate the 

places for ornaments, but it is assumed that in order to reflect the good taste of the time, such 

ornaments appeared at other moments of the work, too.  

95 Quoted in Idem, p. 46. 
96 Idem, p. 47. 
97 Although the word "Fin" could have also referred to the end of an act or of an opera scene, it is generally 
primarily used to indicate the end of a piece.  
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 In the same bibliographic source as quoted earlier, Quittard states that the work is 

written in a pure French style. The work contains, however, moments of a memorable 

harmonic complexity and surprising dissonances, which could stem from the composer's days 

in Rome, when he studied with Giacomo Carissimi. The Italian influence is also felt in the 

recitative – through the intermediation of the Italian cantata. As Tunley points out, 

Charpentier's music is not so different stylistically from that of his rival, Lully, although 

analysts draw our attention on those differences. 

 The subject of the work, expressed in elegant, Alexandrine verses by an unknown 

author, introduces Orpheus, whose music captivates two shadows of the Underworld – 

Tantalus and Ixion. He suggests that a lover who is separated from his beloved is more 

unhappy than the two of them, who admit that love conquers all. The cantata borrows stylistic 

elements from the tradition of the French court aria – the declamatory style, trimmed, 

however, with vocal ornaments, rondo forms, moderate and retained expressiveness, 

representing the first stage of the merging of the two styles. 

The cantata Orphée by Louis-Nicolas Clérambault  

 Except for François Couperin, whose works in cantata form were lost, almost all the 

18th century French composers contributed to development of the repertoire of cantatas and 

cantatilles.

 Clérambault’s cantatas were said to have graceful melodic lines and a remarkably 

expressive accompaniment, and to require a high level of vocal skills and technique. 

Moreover, they were considered so special that, in order not to "spoil" them with amateur 

performances, they were sung only at special occasions98

 Although today Clérambault is better known for his organ works, in his days he was 

appreciated especially for his cantatas, being considered the greatest composer of the genre of 

that time99. Apparently, the composer himself gave high praise to these works. Of all the 

cantatas, Orphée was the most famous and the most faithful to the French style. 

 The corpus of his cantatas is not vast – 20 cantatas, grouped in five books of cantatas 

(1710, 1713, 1716, 1720, 1726). Orphée belongs to his first book. The authors of the texts are 

98 David Tunley, op.cit, p. 102. 
99 In 1754, D’Aquin wrote: "The famous Clérambeault, that death has just taken from us, has merited the Palm  
in this kind of composition. He has found out melodies and means of expression which are his alone, and which 
result in his being held up as the one and true model." Cf. Ibidem, p. 121. 
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unknown, but it can be said that the overwhelming majority of the works in these books are 

based on mythological subjects, – with only two exceptions, namely Abraham – one of the 

few religious cantatas of a mostly secular genre, and a last cantata, published in 1749, i.e. 

before his death, on the theme of the Freemasonry – a very rare theme, written after 

Clérambault had initially given up writing cantatas.

 Throughout the history of the genre in France, certain composers like Jean-Baptiste 

Morin, Nicholas Bernier, Battistin, André Campra or Thomas-Louis Bourgeois, tried to unify 

the Italian and French styles in the cantata: Italian type of recitatives and French declamation, 

arias in rondo form, but also arias with da capo, fugue or ritornello forms, or arias based on 

dance forms. The bass themes were sometimes in variational forms, ostinato, but the trio 

sonata texture was also appreciated. Clérambault, who created a synthesis of the genre up to 

him, which he took even further, also used many of these elements. Thus, in his cantatas we 

find extremely inventive forms and structures, stylistic and expressive variety, from the most 

subtle lyricism to the most profound musical rhetoric.  

 His first book of cantatas, Cantates françoises à I et II voix avec simphonie et sans 

simphonie100 (1710), reveals a remarkable technique and expressiveness. Almost all of his 

cantatas are either with violin and continuo, or with violin, flute and continuo, or only with 

continuo. Thus, this book of cantatas established a standard for the following works, too. 

Already in his first cantata, the typically Italian vivacity is felt through sequences of seventh 

chords, specific to Italian music. The cantatas no. 2-5 from this cycle were written "with 

symphony”101 – a typology of cantatas that was destined to professional performers, as it 

required much higher technical skills than the first and last cantatas of the cycle, which were 

written without symphony. The cantatas Médée and Orphée are particularly extensive, 

containing a great number of movements102, with elaborate recitatives, of which some are 

divided into two sections, each with its own, specific orchestration. 

100 The volume contains six cantatas, of which Orphée is the third: L’Amour picqué par une abeille (soprano and 
continuo), Le Jaloux (contralto, violin and continuo), Orphée (soprano, violin, flute and continuo), Poliphême
(bass, violin, flute and continuo), Médée (soprano, violin, flute and continuo) and L’Amour et Baccus (soprano, 
bass and continuo).
101 In the French Baroque musical culture, the syntagms "avec simphonie" – "sans simphonie" indicated the 
presence, or absence, of the obbligato instruments along with the voice and continuo – in the case of cantatas, 
there could be one or two obbligato instruments. Cf. Michael Talbot (ed.), Aspects of the secular cantata in late 
Baroque Italy, Ashgate Publishing Ltd., 1988, p. 229. 
102 Ibidem, p. 127. The structure of the cantata Orphée by Clérambeault: Recitative – voice and continuo, Aria – 
voice, violin or flute, continuo, Recitative – voice and continuo, Recitative mésuré – voice and continuo, Aria
– voice, violin and continuo, Recitative – voice and continuo, Aria – voice, flute or violin and continuo (only 
harpsichord), Aria – voice, flute, violin and continuo, Aria – voice, flute and continuo, Aria – repetition of the 
fourth aria, Recitative – voice and continuo, Aria – voice, flute or violin and continuo.
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  Along with François Couperin, François Duval, Jean-Féry Rebel, Sébastien de

Brossard and Elisabeth Jacquet de la Guerre, Louis-Nicolas Clérambault was one of the first 

French composers who used the violin as a solo instrument and composed sonatas for it. He 

had taken an interest in the violin and had written sonatas for it already before his first book 

of cantatas. Moreover, he continued to use the bass ostinato (in Le Jaloux, where it appeared 

in a recitative, and not in an aria, as one may have expected!), even the ground bass,

borrowed from the Italians ever since the first cantatas. 

 Although dramaturgically it would have been more appropriate for a tenor voice, the 

cantata was in those times performed mostly by sopranos103. This was not a singular case, 

since in the Baroque Italian opera, Orpheus's role was frequently performed by female voices. 

 Like in the case of Charpentier's work, the subject is focused on the episode of 

Orpheus's descent into the Underworld, to convince Hades to release his wife. The cantata is 

French in that it does not attempt to imitate the opera, although it is a dramatic genre, with 

one voice covering all the parts: Orpheus, Eurydice, Pluto and the embodiment of the Greek 

antique chorus, the commentator of the action. 

The Cantata Orphée by Philippe Courbois

 There is very few information concerning the life and activity of Philippe Courbois 

(1705-1730). He was Kapellmeister to the Duchess of Maine, and in this capacity, he wrote 

cantatas. He dedicated his first cycle of cantatas to the Duchess, who did have the necessary 

financial means to stage semi-dramatic works. A great music lover, the Duchess encouraged 

many other composers to write cantatas, among whom Nicolas Bernier, Thomas-Louis 

Bourgeois, François Colin de Blamont, Jean-Joseph Mouret.  

 The cantata cycle to which Orphée belongs was written in 1710 – the same year in 

which Clérambault's homonymous cantata appeared – and contains seven cantatas104 on texts 

by Louis Fuzelier, who also wrote, among others, the libretto for Rameau's opera-ballet The

Gallant Indies.

103 Ibidem, p. 131. The fact that the piece was composed for soprano voice is proven by the fact that in some 
passages the continuo ascends into the medium register and is accompanied by violin (fulfilling a continuo role, 
where the instrument is associated with the sounds of Orpheus's lyre), while the vocal solo line, performed one 
octave lower by the tenor, would reach under the continuo line, which would affect the harmony. 
104 The other cantatas of this otherwise only cycle written by the composer, are Apollon et Daphné, Zéphire et 
Flore, L’amant timide, Arianne, Jason et Médée, Dom Quijotte, the cantata Orphée being the fourth in the cycle. 
Cf. David Tunley, op.cit., p. 229. 
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 The piece was written for baritone voice accompanied by violin, trumpet and 

continuo, and consists of three arias and three recitatives. 

 The music is simple and delicate rather than virtuosic, lying in the area of symbiosis 

between the Italian and French styles. 

  Dramaturgically, the piece abounds in pictural effects that give color to the tense, 

declamatory atmosphere. The author has the tendency to treat the cantata's musical discourse 

as an opera scene, endowing it with dramatic virtues. Thus, the first five pages in his Orpheus

does not mention the discursive typology – aria or recitative –, opting instead for a continuous 

and widely expressive discourse, somewhere between aria and recitative. This was an 

innovative element as well as an attempt to bring the genre closer to the dramatic ones, 

particularly to the opera.  

The Cantata Orphée by Jean-Philippe Rameau 

 Although Rameau's cantata works were overshadowed by the stage genres, which 

have assured him a secure place in the history of music, it is here that lie the roots of the great 

elegiac arias from his lyrical tragedies105, for the cantata was the composer's realm for stylistic 

experiments and innovations. Six cantatas are known to have been preserved106, although the 

bibliographic sources indicate ten cantatas and a cantatille. The cantata Orphée (1721), for 

soprano, solo violin or flute and some independent viola parts, is one of his most dramatic 

cantatas. 

Four of Rameau's six solo cantatas are written in a conventional six-part form – in the 

traditional alternation of recitatives and arias – but, of all of them, it is in Orpheus that 

Rameau created a scene, containing an aria and a measured recitative, and an arioso

movement, a structure that brings the cantata closer to the genre of the tragédie lyrique, while 

distancing it clearly from the typology of the French cantata.  

At the moment of composition of these works, the experimentation period had already 

ended, so Rameau had the advantage of benefiting from a fully developed genre. Rameau saw 

the cantata as a field for stylistic and expressive exercise, therefore in his cantatas, novelty is 

105 For example, an aria from Le Berger fidèle was later used by the composer in his opera Les Fêtes d’Hébé 
(1739).   
106 The other cantatas: Aquillon et Orithie (bass, violin and continuo), Le Berger fidèle, (soprano and two 
violins), published by Boivin during Rameau's life. Posthumous cantatas published by Boivin: Les Amants trahis
(1721), tenor or soprano, with independent viola parts and continuo, L’Impatience (approx. 1720), soprano, viola 
and continuo, Thétis (1719), bass, violin and continuo.
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found only at the level of expression. According to many commentators, this is the reason 

why Clérambault's Orpheus is more imaginative than Rameau's.  

 Rameau's cantatas are an example of the genre in its maturity. They are refined and 

valuable pieces that precede his great lyrical tragedies. In the cantata Le Berger fidèle, for 

example, moments of intense expressive force stand close to the most dramatic moments in 

his lyrical tragedies. 

 The development of the lyrical tragedy as a genre led to the decline of the vocal 

cantata. Composers started to prefer the shorter form of the cantatille. The cantata is a genre 

that illustrates beyond a doubt the influence of social life on music. Although the first French 

cantatas date back to the times of Louis XIV, the spirit of the cantata is a „monarchic” one. It 

is therefore no coincidence that it took on its new form, cantatille, during the time of the 

House of Orlèans and that it gradually drifted away from the preferences of the public, and 

therefore of composers, around the French Revolution.107

 The cantata's importance in the evolution of the French musical style lies in the fact 

that it "imported" and adapted compositional and stylistic techniques from the Italian musical 

culture, which it then introduced organically in the musical discourse: the development of 

instrumental expressiveness, the warmth of expression and harmony, the forms with da capo

and ritornello, the introduction of the formula of devise, and the anticipation of the continuo,

the ostinato movement and the imitative textures, the rhythmic vivacity, the deepening of 

vocal expressiveness and technique, are all elements typical of the Italian style that enriched 

the French creation across all the musical genres. 

 The peak stage of development of the French cantata was essential in the process of 

emergence of the new stage genre of the lyrical tragedy. The Italian influence brought to the 

French lyrical tragedy an expressive warmth that was unheard of in the French stage music, 

and that Rameau ennobled even more though his inventive treatment of the orchestra. 

However, this very specific melodiousness used by the French composers in their cantatas 

makes this genre be more than a mere copy of the Italian or German cantata. The secret of the 

cantata lies in the combination of simplicity and creative imagination. Many French cantatas 

bear the stamp of mannerism, being repetitive in expression and compositional techniques. An 

example in this respect is the preparation of the cadential moment, which was stereotyped and 

used as such even in the most valuable works. Nevertheless, the French turned the pathos into 

sensibilité and the bravura into élan, thus reevaluating and rethinking the Italian style. 

107 Cf. Vollen, op.cit., p. 193. 
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